


























































A close look at figure 7c
Hexagonal "mud 
Crack" shape. 
(Pink "fuzz" is dense 
area making ~120 
degree angles)
jurewicz SOM







A close look at figure 7c - why is this beautiful crystal there!
What We See
jurewicz SOM





































file name density compound corr stoich disp latt surf peak half ratio
srim 7pt5 lattice energy graphite 2.85 1.00024 C=100% 20 7.5 2 947 1229 0.7704
srim 11 lattice energy 3.1 1.00024 C=100% 20 11.25 2 868 1134 0.7656
srim 7pt5 lattice energy graphite 3.1 3.1 1.00024 C=100% 20 7.5 2 868 1134 0.7657
diamond‐like maybe? 3.52 1.00024 C=100% 20 11.25 2 767 1002 0.7654
plain c 2pt85 with graphite fudge factor 2.85 0.868400577 C=100% 28 3 7.41 graphite 965 1270 0.7604
plain c 2pt85 withfudge factor 2.85 0.868400577 C=100% 28 3 7.41 graphite 978 1289 0.7591
high res 3.0 3 0.868400577 C=100% 28 3 7.41 graphite 925 1210 0.7647
12 coord 3pt1 density 3.1 0.868400577 C=100% 28 3 7.41 899 1188 0.7567
bond 1 coord 12 3.5 g per cc 3.52 0.868400577 C=100% 28 3 7.41 graphite 797 1047 0.7612
high res as above 3.52 0.868400577 C=100% 28 3 7.41 graphite 784 1034 0.7586
baseline 2.85 graphite 2.85 1 C=100% 28 3 7.41 937 1214
srim 75kev 3 pt 1 density 3.1 1 C=100% 28 3 7.41 877 1135 0.7728
bond 1 coord 12 3.5 g per cc 3.52 1 C=100% 28 3 7.41 graphite 769 1001 0.7678
bond 1 coord 12 2.85 g per cc 2.85 1 C=100% 28 3 7.41 graphite 948 1200.63 0.789586
igh res 3.3 1 C=100% 28 3 7.41 graphite 805.6087 1.05E+03 0.767
srim 75kev SiC 2pt85 2.85 SiC 20 3 2 for C #590 SiC 1118 1565 0.7142
carbon 3.1 85% + SiC 20 3 2 C+#590 1005 1277 0.7869
graphite + 9 percent SiC 3.1 1 C=81.8%+SiC 28 3 7.41 for C # 590 SiC 1032 1440 0.7170
75 kev into SiC 3.16 1 C=50% 28 3 7.41 for C # 590 SiC 1035 1440 0.7187 ??????????
baseline 3.1 graphite +15% SiC 903.27 1194.251 0.756348
baseline 3.3 graphite +15% SiC 848.2 1119.354 0.757759
best ratio
sic structure graphite +7% Si 3 960.8 1298.361556 0.73897
3 948.9 1300.188562
baseline graphite + 7%Si 3 956.5 1272.509341
3
baseline graphite + 7%Si wo corr 926.0869565 1.21E+03
sic bonded graphite no Si with corr 2.85 969 1274
sic bonded graphite + 7%Si with corr 3 956 1269





2 902 0.763 889 1172
3 807 0.755 885 1170

































































Profile 4: Reasons why we don't think that this was operator error
Note that counts start close the steady 
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12C2 /12C of Profile 7 first 2000 sec
jurewicz SOM
























range = 10 nm # of circles per cm2 = 3.4602E+13






range 10 4 McPhail model of stacking spheres























































































Profiles 2, 3, 4: Could inhomogenieties make very small areas charge resulting in extra contributions of molecules (cf., 
Static SIMS mode)?
Since SRIM overestimates the radial damage at 
these energies, the calculated ion densities are a 
lower limit for the current needed to saturate 
the surface of the DLC.
